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Event Calendar
Feb. 5th - Fly Tying at Backwoods with Phil Curtis
Feb. 7th - TU General Meeting - Fly Tying Night with Phil Curtis and Friends
Feb. 7th - Project Healing Waters - Roaring River Fishing Event
Feb. 19th - Fly tying at Backwoods with Phil Curtis
Feb. 23rd - TU420/TFF Swap Meet - Tentative date
Feb. 27th - Jenks TIC release at the Lower Illinois River
If you have a friend who is not a member who might be interested in this information please feel free to forward this issue to
your friend. Forward this message to a friend.

A Message from Your President

February General Meeting - An
Evening of Fly Tying With Phil

Heath Tiefenauer
Hello:
Brrr! Mother Nature seems determined to remind
us lately, it’s winter after all! I hope you’ve been
staying warm and this issue of Streamline finds you
well.
The Roaring River outing was a bit chilly and soggy,
especially in the morning, but as the afternoon went
on the fishing and the temperature picked up a bit.
Big thanks again this year to Joel Kantor for
providing the brisket to feed the group. We’re lucky
to have his support. Thank you also to all those
who came out despite the weather, I know I had a
great time.
Our January speaker, Donovan Clary, gave a great
presentation on fly fishing for carp and I look
forward to getting out on the water and trying my
hand with this overlooked opportunity. Pat’s done a
great job on bringing speakers to the meetings and
we have more great ones lined up in the coming
months.
The February 7th general meeting at Hardesty
Library will be held on an off week due to
Valentine’s Day falling on the normal second
Thursday. This month is Fly Tying Night!
If you’re like me, what peaked your interest for fly
fishing wasn’t tying flies. It’s the fishing. Time on
the water and catching fish. When most of us start
out we do it with store bought flies. They work, and
you’ll find some in my box at any given time.
Eventually, like me, you’ll find yourself on the water

The February General Meeting will be held on the
first Thursday of the month instead of the second
Thursday. This is our Annual Fly Tying meeting.
There will be Fly Tying, Knot Tying, and a Rod
Building demonstration.
Phil Curtis and a few of our other tyers will be
demonstrating some of their fly tying skills. This is a
good opportunity to see some new materials and
techniques and maybe a few new patterns. This
will be in an informal setting and we invite you to
come and learn and ask questions.
There will also be a table demonstrating rod
building by Kelly Brown who published the article on
rod building in a previous issue of the Newsletter.
Take some time to learn more about creating your
own custom rod from an experienced rod builder.
Want to know which knots are used in fly fishing
and how to tie them? Jim Mathewson will have a
table to demonstrate knot tying and usage from
tying backing to your reel to tying fly to tippet. Come
ask questions and learn some knot tying skills or
practice and share you own skills.
Join us on Thursday, February 7th to take
advantage of these lessons at Hardesty Public
Library, 8316 E 93rd St Tulsa off S. Memorial and
one block from the Creek Turnpike. Doors open at

being introduced to a new fly. A few years back
John Sellars wrote about a great White River trip he
took where he was turned on to a guide fly with
great results. Later John shared this seemingly
unimpressive fly with me on a trip where the caddis
flies were extremely active. It was one of the best
fishing days I’ve had. The memory of my wading
boots covered in little green caddis eggs still sticks
in my mind. After that trip the fly fished well on the
LIR. I couldn’t find it in stores and the interest in
tying started to develop. Soon after I was turned on
to another fly by a guide friend in Oregon and had
another spectacular, memorable day. This fly also
wasn’t found in stores. It was no longer a budding
interest, now I wanted to tie just to keep stocked on
these two flies. I took a fly-tying class sponsored by
our group to learn the basics and when another fly
was shared by a friend in Tulsa it was added to the
list. Now I was tying three flies. Mike Shuman
taught me the clouser minnow. David Games
showed me his variation of a midge. Scott Hood
has a famous fly, Phil Curtis has taught more flies
than I can recall! Now my fly box is never without
some of these unique flies.
At our February meeting you can see some of our
experienced club members tying some of their
favorite flies, learn about upcoming classes, gets
hands on with knot tying, and see rod building
basics. This casual meeting is a great chance to
explore fly tying, learn about fly fishing, and
socialize with other fish minded folk. We hope to
see you there.
Be sure to check out our website, Facebook and
Instagram for updates and other upcoming events
in February and March.

6pm.

Raffle Prizes For February

February’s General Meeting will have two drawings
for one of two Raffle Prizes. These books by author
Randall Kauffman contain fly patterns that will help
you tie thousands of flies. Combined retail value of
these books is $150. Perfect for your fly tying
library.

Youth And Adult Education
Upcoming Classes
Backwoods at The Farm - Fly Tying Lessons
Date: February 5th and 19th
Time: 6:00 pm to 7:30 pm
Location: The Farm at 51st & Sheridan Rd
Cost: Free

Tight Lines,
Jenks Community Ed - Learn To Fly Fish OK
Heath Tiefenauer
President of Oklahoma Trout Unlimited & Tulsa Fly
Fishers

Trout In the Classroom Report
for February 2019

Date: March 2nd
Time: 9:00 - 2:00
Location: Jenks Aquatic Center
Cost: $30
Contact: jenkscommunited.com
Jenks Community Ed - Introduction to Fly Tying
Date: March 9th
Time: 9:30 - 1:30
Location: Sooner Bldg Commons
Cost: $25
Contact: jenkscommunityed.com

2019 General Meeting Schedule
Pat Daly has made adjustments to the General
Meeting Schedule for 2019. If you have a topic you
would like to present or would like to have
presented, please contact Pat at pat@cimtel.net.
February 7th - Fly Tying Night. (NOTE: This is
the First Thursday of February)

Broken Arrow Tank

Photo by

Maurice Wilkins
Several TIC schools have committed to releasing
their fingerlings this spring. They include:
February 27 - Jenks FA
March 6 - Catoosa
March 13 - Owasso
March 27 - Wilson
April 3 - Broken Arrow
April 25 - Beggs 6th Grade
If you would like to help with the release, fly casting,
fly tying or aquatic insect collecting, please contact
Scott Hood.
We have received several requests for tanks in the
fall of 2019 … if you would like to donate in support
of a tank, please send a tax deductible
donation marked for 'Trout In The Classroom' to
OKLAHOMA TROUT UNLIMITED # 420, P.O. Box
54108, Tulsa, OK 74155.
Anyone interested in learning more about the TIC
program should look at the web site
… www.troutintheclassroom.org . Those who wish
to follow along with local activities should check the
closed Facebook group. TULSA AREA TROUT IN
THE CLASSROOM
Scott Hood
OKTU420
Adult and Youth Ed Coordinator

Trout Pond for Tulsa.
The 2019 Trout Pond For Tulsa

March 14th - Joel Kantor & Randy Richter - "Fly
Fishing The Amazon"
April 11th - TBD
May 9th - Matt Milner - "Arkansas' Best Early
Summer Fly Fishing"
We meet at the HARDESTY REGIONAL
LIBRARY, 8316 E. 93rd St. on the north side of
the Creek Turnpike, east of Memorial Drive.
Doors
open
at
6:00
pm
(open
discussion/questions); meetings begin at 6:30.
Meetings are open to the public and free.

Outings
Mark Your Calendars !
The first half of 2019 has a variety of outings and
events
scheduled.
Be
sure
to
watch
your Streamline for details.

TU420 Swap Meet
Location: Watch for updates
Date/Time: To Be Announced 9:00 am - 12:00 am
Agenda: If you have fly fishing/fly tying equipment
or accessories that you would like to trade or sell or
you want to pick up some fishing gear at a
reasonable price; we have a venue for you. You will
need to bring your own table and chairs to
participate unless you plan on walking and
shopping. Several tables with TU420 donations of
slightly used fly tying material, fishing equipment
and accessories and fishing and tying books will be
available for purchase or swap. Information on TU
and FFI as well as membership applications will be

Continues!

and FFI as well as membership applications will be
on site.
Contact: Heath for information:
Heath Tiefenauer at TU420outings@gmail.com

2019 Conservation Issues
-Obtaining water releases for the Lower Illinois
River contnues to be our key focus. This multi-year
struggle continues with meetings, letters and calls
to legislators, so far without any meaningful action
on their part.
-Uncontrolled proliferation of chicken farms, owned
by Arkansas corporations, pose dire threat to our
streams, aquifers and public health dumping
thousands of tons of new chicken excrement within
watershed; 70% winds up in our rivers.
-Challenging legislative year ahead. We are
tracking conservation, fisheries and water related
proposed legislation that could prove harmful to our
fisheries and our outdoor way of life.

Trout Anglers At the Gardens Park
The second release of trout at The Gardens Park
Pond went without a hitch on January 17th. Thanks
go out to Scott Hood, Phil Curtis and Ed Wampler
for helping the fish find a new 'temporary' home.

-Move afoot to eliminate OK public lands, fishing
easements, public input, underfund or force staff
cuts in key wildlife and water quality monitoring
departments, transfer all fishing license fees to
"general fund", allow "variances" for dumping
cancer causing chemicals and metals into our
public waters and removing protection of all Ok
department heads and place into "at will" political
category serving the governor.
- Dramatically increased support of OK TU/TFF
members will needed this year to counter negative
political action that threatens our fisheries and way
of life. Trout Unlimited is an active conservation
organization and we hope you will become engaged
to save our fisheries for future generations.
Learn about TU National Conservation Efforts
here: https://www.tu.org/conservation
Trout Unlimited is a non-profit organization with
over 300,000 members dedicated to the
conservation of freshwater streams, rivers, and
associated upland habitats for trout, salmon, other
aquatic species, and people.
Pat Daly
Conservation Chair

New To TU420

The pond is made possible by various private
donations, the work of the Oklahoma Chapter of
Trout Unlimited and NatureWorks. We also owe a
debt of gratitude to the Tulsa County Parks
Department for the use of the pond and for the
signs. Kelly Bostian and the Tulsa World for their
annual coverage also deserve a big thank you.
Trout are purchased from Crystal Lake Fisheries
out of Ava, MO and we have 1 additional
stocking scheduled for Feb. 18th.
Anyone wishing to make a tax deductible donation
to help OKTU420 continue this great program,
please send your check to OKLAHOMA TROUT
UNLIMITED #420 P O Box 54108 Tulsa, OK
Please read the posted rules near the parking lot. If
you see a violation, please contact the Tulsa
County Sheriff’s office at 918-596-5601 or contact
the Tulsa area Game Warden at 918-857-5557.
Scott Hood
OKTU420

Adult and Youth Ed Coordinator for

Social Media is becoming a larger part of our
everyday life and TU420 is excited to offer our
membership another platform to share your fishing
experiences, INSTAGRAM. Instagram is considered
the best social media platform to quickly connect
with your friends. It is a visual (a picture is worth
1000 words) platform and we have linked it to our
TU420 Group Facebook Site. Posting on Instagram
will also go to TU420's Facebook. Just another way
to see what your fellow angler friends are up to and
keep track of upcoming outings, meetings and
events. Follow us on Instagram @OKTU420 and
our hashtag #OKTU420. Then be sure and add
#OKTU420 to your comments every time you want
to share a picture (doesn't matter if you're on
Facebook or Instagram)....everyone will see your
picture! Check out the Trout Unlimited Social Media
Policy which contains some ‘Dos’ and ‘Don’ts’ on
what is acceptable as a representative of Trout
Unlimited. Keep Real and Keep It Fun!
If you have questions, please
contact: tu420socialmedia@gmail.com.
Terrie Blackburn

2019 Fly Fishing Film Tour

Fly of the Month
Local Tiers Local Patterns:
Happens to us all… you look up and notice the guy
just downstream handling fish one after another
when you can’t buy a bite. Sometimes you’re the
fortunate son-of-a-fish-catcher and sometimes
you’re the leaky waders. The unfortunate truth is
that most of the time you need to be in the right
place, with the right fly and the right presentation. If
your line is too tight you will be dragging the fly
through the water. If your line is too loose you may
be missing strikes. Sometimes the fish spook after
the first cast, the sun is in your eyes and the wind is
blowing the wrong direction. There are many more
ways to go wrong than right. We tend to place a lot
of our expectations on a particular fly pattern, but
the truth be told, when we have confidence in your
fly it is easier to manage improving other details
leading to success.
I’ve known a few leaky wader days and spend a lot
of time staring at my fly box and changing flies.
Squirmy makes for a great confidence fly to tie on
and concentrate on getting the other fish factors
right. My first impression of Squirmy was that it was
just another piece of rubber trash for land lubbers to
throw at a confused hatchery trout. However I have
been proven wrong once again and find wild trout
are equally enthusiastic about Squirmy.
There are a number of good reasons for using
Squirmy as a springtime confidence fly. A variety of
aquatic worms are generally present in a trout
stream with higher water levels and spring run-off
providing Squirmy a match-the-hatch quality. The fly
is meaty and heavy with the placement of the bead
turning the hook up, enabling a good presentation
near the bottom with a tight line without too many
hang-ups. Squirmy can be fished with a tight line or
under a bobber on a slow drift making strike
detection easy, This is great for when your reflexes
are a bit off from the sub-30 degree morning start or
the fish are determined to bite lightly in cold bright
water conditions.. Tied with the weight in the middle
of the fly, Squirmy is a well balance wiggle machine
that provides movement “within” a fly translating to
a motion really does drive fish crazy.
The worst thing about Squirmy is that he is none too
durable, hates heat and is prone to “melting” if it

ATTENTION! This year’s showing is NOT MARCH
9TH AT FIVE OAKS LODGE
The film sponsors mistakenly added last years
information to their website and it posted to all
social media sites... we know everyone is
disappointed and our film committee is quickly
working to firm up the details for this years
event. Stay Tuned!

Fly Tying Contest
Six Fly Progressive Fly Tying Contest /
TU 420 Fly Tying Fundraiser
February Contest
Aquatic Worm Imitations
For January, we had 12 Volun-Tyers with fantastic
soft hackle submissions. Larry Cornelius scores a
win with a quill bodied soft hackle, edging out
Russell Vaughn by a single vote. In the expert
category,
Marshall
McDougal’s
innovative
contribution called a Green Goblin wins by a single
point over submissions by Ken Fields and Phil
Curtis. Check out all the patterns in the contests on
the Tulsa Fly Tyers page.
The February Progressive Fly Pattern will be

gets too close to fly dressing or other solvents in fly
gear. You are probably better off if you tie what you
may use for 1 or 2 trips and keep separate from
everything else in your gear. They are fast and easy
to tie, starting with the right materials and just a little
bit of practice.
Tying a Squirmy Wormy

The February Progressive Fly Pattern will be
Aquatic Worm imitations. I need six tiers not
ashamed to admit they tie and fish San Juan
Worms, Squirmy Worms, Mega Worms, or maybe
Mega Squirmy San Juan Can’o’Worms.
By request, this month I will also include a second
expert category - Size 20 and under patterns. There
are a many good day’s on the LIR when a Size 20
emerger hanging under a Size 20 Griffith Gnat is
how I get business done.
You will find me at our February meeting
demonstrating Rod Building or reach out to me on
the TU420 group or the Tulsa Fly Tiers group on
Facebook.

New Ball Caps on Order

Squirmy Worm material is readily available from our
local fly shops or from your favorite on-line
resource. Red and pink are good colors to start
with, but you have choices. I like using a size 12- 14
jig hook coupled with a 3.5 mm tungsten slotted
bead to balance a worm that is about 1 ½ inches
long. Choose a thread should at least 140 denier or
thicker and with a rough finish to grab the rubber
without cutting it. Size 3/0 UNI-thread works pretty
well for me. You can also use a curved scud or
emerger hook but orienting the bead will be more
difficult.
Place the slotted bead head on the hook
backwards, i.e., slot forward. If your bead is not
slotted, place the larger opening facing forward.
Start by building a small bump with your thread at
the hook eye. With the diameter of the 3/0 thread,
this is only about 6 or 8 wraps at max. You need
only enough to keep the large opening of the bead
from sliding forward over the hook eye.

We have recently ordered new TU420 ball caps.
You can pre-order at the next TU420 general
meeting by contacting Phil Curtis or any Board
Member.. The $20 price will get you a good looking
cap along with the knowledge that proceeds go to
TU420 conservation projects, outings, TIC and
other worthwhile TU420 sponsored projects.

Follow Us on Facebook and
Instagram
Join TU420 and FFI
There

are

now

1350

members

on Facebook and Instagram and growing. 443 are
paid Trout Unlimited Members. We are currently
encouraging membership in both Trout Unlimited
and Fly Fishers International. You can help us by
bringing a friend to the meetings or providing them
with membership applications. The Officers and
Board are hoping that you will take the opportunity
to become a member of either or both of these
organizations and take advantage of all the benefits
that TU and FFI provide.

Fly of the Month
Continued from Column One

Cut a short piece of the worm material and gently
lash it to the hook with 2 wraps of loose thread,
followed by 2 tighter loops in front of the worm
material. Pass the thread back behind your first 2
lashes and tie the rest of the worm down tightly. At
most you want about 4 more wraps or the wraps will
be too thick for the next step. To make this work,
you are intentionally varying the pressure of each
wrap, looser across the rubber leg, and tighter
across the bare hook cut off the excess material
and use a 2-turn whip finish with to tie off the thread
behind the worm. You won’t have to worry about
this knot coming loose and need to keep it small.

I have tied this fly without weight to fish near the
surface as the rubber legs provide a good amount
of buoyancy. What I discovered was that without the
weight in the middle of the fly, the legs don’t wiggle
on their own.

Keep in mind there are trout waters where fishing
rubber bodied flies is against regulations. I find it
interestingly that rubber legs on a more traditional
fly are not frowned on in the same manner. I
suppose if you are bothered with the material
selection, add a small fur collar as you finish the fly
and then you could call it a go-go dancer. Tied
correctly, Squirmy Wormy becomes a bumping
wiggling grinding trout catching machine.
Tight Lines,
-Kelly
Push the slotted bead forward over your wraps until
the forward worm leg is protruding from the slot.
You may need to push things around a bit, but you
should end up with a firm fit arranged so that the
rubber leg sticks out parallel to the hook shank. You
may have to experiment a bit to get the best
number of wraps for the size slot of your bead, but

Author Kelly Brown will be documenting the basics
of fly tying and his general thoughts on fly fishing
in the coming months. If you see him at the next
General Meeting, be sure to thank him for putting
this project together.

fewer is likely better.

Attach the back leg of the tail at the turn of the hook
bend with 2 loose wraps over the worm, 2 tight
wraps in front and 2 slightly tighter wraps back on
top of the original wraps. The objective is the get
the back leg to sit parallel to the hook. Keeping an
overall linear profile provides balance and a lot of
the wiggle of the fly.

Wrap the thread forward to behind the jig head.
Note that the first whip finish is now covered and
can’t come loose. Now add 6 – 8 wraps the forward
portion of the worm material forward to behind the
tungsten bead. If you play with the tension of the
wraps, pulling tighter and looser, you can generate
a nicely tapered body that will match the size of the
bead on the forward end. Run the thread 2 tight
loops behind and 2 tight loops in front of the worm
material to tie off. The thread will disappear beneath
the body of the worm. Finish the fly with a whip knot
immediately behind the tungsten slot. You should
be able the get this material to disappear beneath
the rubber body to provide for a nice and neat

looking finish.
Continued in Column two
Mark Your Calendar For These Coming Events

March 2nd - Jenks Community Ed. - "Learn To Fly Fish OK"
March 6th - Catoosa TIC Release at LIR
March 9th - Jenks Community Ed. - "Intro to Fly Tying"
March 13th - Owasso TIC Release at LIR
March 14th - TU420 General Meeting - Joel Kantor & Randy Richter - "Fly Fishing The Amazon"
March Outing - Fly Fishing Film Tour
March 27th - Wilson TIC Release at LIR
April 11th - TU420 General Meeting
May Outing - Pawhuska fishing event
May 9th - TU420 General Meeting - Matt Milner - " Arkansas Best Early Summer Fly Fishing"
"Streamline" is published on the first of the month about a week before the next general meeting.

If you have content ideas, comments, complaints or suggestions please contact the Editor: Jim Mathewson at Tel: (918)
346-3093 or Email: jmathewson3@cox.net

